You’re not alone
We are all familiar with those network coverage dead spots where it seems you can’t get a mobile
signal for love nor money. But if you are a lone worker, employ lone workers or have employees
on the road who need access to good network coverage to do their job, what is the answer?
Throughout the UK the number of people working alone is increasing and this is a result of a number
factors. Automation has been introduced to factories and offices, so less people are required to keep
the operation going and they are often located in different parts of the premises. There has also
been a growing practice of sub-contracting, outplacement and teleworking which adds to the growth
of lone working. Plus, the combined push of increased mobility and the development of interactive
communication technologies has encouraged the development of one-person operations.
Then there are the lone workers out on the road, visiting commercial and domestic premises from
drivers to vets and estate agents to carers who are on the move everyday going between towns and
cities and remote rural areas. Not to mention emergency service personnel, who cover the length
and breadth of the UK, and the armed forces.
So, in order to ensure that you or your employees can stay in touch and stay safe 24/7, what's
required is a reliable mobile service that gives you the confidence that it'll be available when it's
needed most.

The answer is Acuity SIM, which provides the best possible coverage by roaming across all the UK
networks to find the strongest possible signal. Calls are made and received using the multiple UK
mobile GSM networks and do not rely on data or Wi-Fi connections, allowing seamless roaming and
providing maximum coverage.
Acuity SIMs can help lone and remote workers stay safe and enable the businesses and organisations
responsible for them meet their duty of care obligations.

How does it work?
Acuity Mobile SIMs deliver voice, data, SMS and roaming on any unlocked mobile device. And,
because the service makes use of all major UK mobile networks this ensures automatic connection
to the strongest mobile network signal. The service also gives 3G, packet and circuit switched data
coverage across all UK networks.
The Acuity SIM service offers a simple and fully managed end-to-end solution: no complicated
bundles or subsidised handsets are included, just security and mobile access at the highest level.
Acuity SIMs can be programmed with the appropriate Class of Service so that they will work under
MTPAS conditions. If the organisation and end user in the UK is entitled to MTPAS status, it can be
provided as part of the Acuity SIM service.
Want to know about Acuity’s Mobile Services or have a free consultation? Please contact Acuity
Sales on 0333 344 3030 or email sales@acuityuc.com

About Acuity
Acuity Unified Communications is a full-service provider offering a host of telecoms & internet
related comms services. It specialises in Unified Communications & other Cloud-based technologies.
The unique system design of Acuity’s UC Platform & its IP Telephony Network, ensures the reliability
& security a business expects - providing the flexibility, scalability, easy integration & competitive
pricing afforded by owning its hosted telephony platform.
It specialises in the installation of IP-based telecoms infrastructures, Hosted Telephony services,
Cloud Services including AES 256 Data storage encryption facilities & IT support services. The Acuity
engineering functions provide the highly regarded 24/7/365 Acuity Support service that is
instrumental in the high service levels offered to its customers including public utilities & other wellknown organisations.

